BLACK OILED
BEECH
2-STRIP SOLID HARDWOOD FLOORS
14 & 22 MM
Beech is one of Europe’s most common hardwood species
and the excellent strength properties in combination
with a uniform structure make beech very suitable for
floors. Together with a black oil the floor appears with an
allcovering deep black surface, and this adds an elegant
and stylish look to the wood.
Junckers solid hardwood flooring is produced and
categorized in accordance with EN 13629, EN 14342 and
Junckers own factory standard.
The floors are made exclusively from solid hardwood and
the photographs illustrate the colour, knots and structural
graining variation characteristic for the specific wood
species and grade. Each photograph shows the average
appearance of the grade. It is normal to see a variation in
appearance between individual boards, staves and floors
produced and installed at differing times.
Up to 5% of the staves may contain features of the next
style. Hardwood floors may fade and change colour over
time, especially when exposed directly to sunlight.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
2-STRIP SOLID HARDWOOD FLOORING
BEECH HARMONY, BLACK OILED - WIDTH 129MM

The actual colour on a wooden floor can vary from the colour shown in this style chart.This is due to the fact that colours are very difficult to reproduce online and in printed material.
Junckers accepts no liability to discrepancies and we always recommend ordering a physical sample before placing an order.

BEECH HARMONY
The floor has been applied with several coats of an oxidative drying black toned urethane oil. Please note, that prefinished floors treated with Black Oil
should always be protected with Junckers Rustic TopOil Black right after installation. The oil hides minor scratches, which may be more visible on dark
oiled floors.
The structural graining variation natural for this grade is less expressed due to the black colour. Medium sized knots and hairline splits do appear to
some extent. Natural voids are factory filled.
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